TOO CUTE TO SPOOK!
ME and MY sister DESIGNS

Jolly jack-o-lanterns, friendly bats, and spiderwebs set the scene for a Halloween that is simply Too Cute To Spook!

A couple of dot prints, including dots mixed with plaid, and diagonal stripes in Black, Orange and White are all you need for creating a Halloween adventure. For spooky fun without the fright, Too Cute To Spook will make this your happiest Halloween, so be brave and spider on!

MAY DELIVERY

AQD 0286 Farmhouse Plaid 72" x 86"

AQD 0287 Strip Street 62" x 85"

AQD 0416 Tabletastic 2 St James 14" x 40"
Never before have two fat quarters inspired so much fun. Pick two favorite fabrics and sew a clever ruffled pouch. Or an adorable fabric basket with ties. Or a handy drawstring ditty bag. Or . . . .

Choose from six patterns for cute projects, each of which can be stitched from two fat quarters. They’re all so fun to sew that designing sisters Barbara Groves and Mary Jacobson couldn’t stop making them—and you won’t be able to either! Flip through the pages for color combinations galore. From holiday prints to bright and cheerful candy colors to tried-and-true red, white, and blue, you’ll find so many color variations to spark your creativity.

Dip into your stash of fat quarters (or shop for more—we won’t tell) to make gifts for just about everyone on your list—including yourself!
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MODA FABRICS + SUPPLIES * 

BELLA SOLID COORDINATES
HBs, JRs, LCs, MCs & PPs include 24 skus plus two each of 22420, 22421, 22423, 22424-11 & 14, 22425 and 22426-13 & 14.